WATER SAFETY PLAN
AUDIT TRAINING PACKAGE

THIS PACKAGE SUPPORTS THE DELIVERY OF A WATER SAFETY PLAN (WSP) AUDIT TRAINING WORKSHOP

This comprehensive package includes everything a trainer needs to deliver the workshop, namely:

VENUE AND PRINTING NEEDS
Details venue and printing needs to support workshop logistics

WORKSHOP PROGRAMME
Outlines training content and timetable for activities

ACTIVITY WORKSHEETS
Worksheets to support table group activities

AUDIT TOOLBOX
Practical tools to help plan, carry out and follow up an audit

AUDIT FIELD PACKET
Subset of tools for use during the workshop field visit

WSP DOCUMENT
Example WSP for a learning activity

TRAINING SLIDES
For use by trainer to deliver all workshop content

INCEPTION MEETING SLIDES
For use by auditors during an inception meeting

EXIT MEETING SLIDES
For use by auditors during an exit meeting

To download these training materials, please visit: https://www.who.int/water_sanitation_health/publications/auditing-water-safety-plans/en/

REMEMBER
Every training workshop will benefit from customization to the local context, and trainers should aim to tailor these training materials to the extent possible prior to delivery.

The workshop set out in this package is:

3 DAYS
Readily extended to 4 or 5 days by increasing time for field practice

MIXED METHOD
Uses a mix of classroom learning and practical field application

PARTICIPATORY
Heavily utilizes group work to encourage active discussion throughout

The package draws from A practical guide to auditing water safety plans. It reflects the 11 WSP modules set out in the Water safety plan manual and is intended for formalized, piped systems. Adaptations would be required for WSPs following a simplified approach.